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• Why do you want to be a doctor – Best answer Examples :-

Answer example no 1 –

I want to be a doctor so that I can be able to save people’s lives.
Saving anyone’s life is the biggest act of humanity . There can be no
greater pleasure than seeing the smile on the faces of a patient and
his family who was saved from the brink of death by a doctor . Being a
doctor is one of the most important and holy jobs on earth .

Answer example no 2 –

I want to become a doctor to bring a change in the healthcare system.
It can be seen clearly that our Healthcare system is rotting . Treatment
in hospitals and costs of medicines are rising tremendously. It's
becoming impossible for common working class people to get
treatment in good hospitals . This has to change , Good Healthcare is
a basic right for everyone and I will help them get it .

Answer example no 3 –

I want to become a doctor to be able to help people in their hour of
need . It is truly said that “The walls of hospitals have witnessed more
prayers than all of the churches , mosques , temples combined ”
because doctors become like god for those whose loved ones are
severely ill or injured . I want to be there for these types of people who
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are in need . I will be a ray of hope to those who need the support of
others the most , in these types of difficult times .

Answer example no 4 –

I want to be a doctor to contribute my part in the making of a better
and happier society . Good doctors are always a valuable asset to all
societies and families . I remember how grateful we all felt when
doctors saved my father from a very severe injury caused by a car
accident . After my father recovered from his injuries , We all prayed
for good health to all the doctors who saved him and I want others to
feel the same about me .

Answer example no 5 –

I want to be a doctor so that I can make cheap and affordable
healthcare available to everyone. I know what the victims of this
degraded health system feel as I and my family are one of them
.Getting good treatment has become expensive but I will do everything
in my capacity to change this . I will become a doctor and make sure
that everyone who comes to me gets treatment , no matter how poor
or rich he/she is , I would stand for what being a Doctor really means.

• Why I want to be a doctor essay sample ( 150 words ) :-

A Doctor is a profession of high importance and responsibility in
human society . To know the importance of doctors , ask someone
whose loved ones are admitted in the operation theater or ask a
patient whose life was saved by a doctor . For many , doctors have
been the thin line between life and death .



There are many things about doctors that inspires me to be one of
them , like :-

Doctors are respected by everyone .
Some even consider Doctors to be the second form of god .
In his/her career as a doctor , They treat thousands of patients and
most of them have their Goodwill’s towards their doctors .
Some doctors become like family members for many people .
Doctors get the chance to learn and Increase their knowledge with
their experience .
Above all , A doctor gets the golden opportunity to bring someone
back from death and to treat injured and sick people which is the
purest act of mankind.

• Why I want to be a doctor essay sample ( 500 words ) :-

A doctor, like anyone else who has to deal with human beings, each of
them unique, cannot be a scientist; he is either, like the surgeon, a
craftsman, or, like the physician and the psychologist, an artist. This
means that in order to be a good doctor a man must also have a good
character, that is to say, whatever weaknesses and foibles he may
have, he must love his fellow human beings in the concrete and desire
their good before his own.

There’s no doubt that Doctor is the noblest profession on this earth ,
but some doctors are spoiling the name of this holy profession just to
fill their pockets . Getting good treatment is becoming expensive day
by day . Prices of essential medicines are skyrocketing and it’s
becoming impossible for a common man to get good Healthcare.

I am one of  the victims of the degraded healthcare system. When I
was in my teenage years my aunt had cancer . It was in stage 2 and



she could have been saved , but the treatment of diseases ( specially
cancer ) is so expensive . Every other day in the newspaper we would
see the successful trial and testing of a new type of cancer medicine
and we would feel , why aren’t they using it .

The condition of hospitals and other Healthcare services will only get
worse in future because just like trade lobbies , Medical lobbies are
forming which instructs which medicines are to be distributed and
which not , these all need to be changed . I know I alone can’t change
the whole system but I have determined that I would do everything I
can , to make healthcare affordable to all .

Doctors have a very important job to do in a society , and above all
people doctors must do their duty with full honesty and devotion as
nothing could be more important than saving lives .

If I become a doctor , Saving people’s lives would be my first priority.
With the help of Technology and human determination , We have
achieved great advancements in healthcare and medicine . Treatment
of various types of diseases have become possible .

If work is done in the right direction , then we can achieve great
wonders for sure. We have made artificial kidney , brain surgery ,
heart replacement , prosthetic limbs and many others miracles in
healthcare Technology possible .

Conclusion –

I want to become a doctor so that I can work for change in the medical
field. I would work for the welfare of common people and make sure
that I can provide affordable healthcare to everyone .



I want to be a doctor so that I can support people in need and help as
many people as I can , Save as many people as I can and do my
sincere duty in doing humanity’s most noble work .


